Dumbwaiter Model:

Mezz-100

Mezz-200

Have you contacted your local code enforcement
for safety requirements?

Yes

No

Is there living space below the dumbwaiter shaft?

Yes

No

Job Name:
Contractor’s Name, Phone #, & Email:
Ship to address:
Is the “Ship To” address a commercial location?

Yes

No

Installation address:
Owners’ Name & Phone #
Owners’ information is for warranty records only. Powerlift does not contact the owner.
Powerlift does not install or service dumbwaiters.

1. The finished floor to finished floor measurement:
2. The maximum height of shaft:
( The distance from the bottom floor to the ceiling of the top floor.)

3. The desired loading height.

bottom floor:

top floor:

( Usually 36”, this is the height above the floor where the dumbwaiter car will stop.)

Locating the openings:
4. While standing where the bottom floor opening will be, as if you were loading it, is the top
floor opening on the same side as the bottom floor opening, or is it to the left, right, or back?
Same side as downstairs

Left

Back

Right

Locating the door handles:
5. While facing each opening, which side of the hoistway door will the door handle be on?
Bottom floor:

Right side

Left side

Top floor:

Left side

Right side

Locating the push buttons:
6. While facing each opening, which side of the hoistway would you like the push buttons
mounted to? (They can’t be mounted to the front of the unit and are usually mounted on the handle side.)
Handle side
Hinge side
Handle side
Hinge side
Bottom floor:
Top floor:
Height above the floor:
Height above the floor:
(Usually 48”)

7. Desired voltage for the mezzanine lift:

(Usually 48”)

110 V

220 V

8. Dumbwaiter cars come with a 3” Lip. No Lip requires a car gate.

3” LIP

NO LIP

9. Accessories / Special Instructions:
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